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The following business requirements are part of the scope for Release 4.0.1 of ADAMS.

**TDSSA: sport-discipline and athlete level fields in the Test planning module**

The list sports-disciplines in Mission Orders, Tests, Doping Control Forms, Chain of custodies and TDPs will be restricted to the ones in the TDSSA.

An optional “Athlete level” field will also be added to the Doping Control Form. The relevant reports will be updated.

**Automatic TUE recognition**

ADO administrators will be able to identify trusted ADOs for which approved TUEs will automatically be recognized.

**Blood passport supplemental form**

The supplemental blood passport questionnaire will be updated to reflect the current WADA form.

**Reports**

- Doping control form: Blood Passport samples will be added
- Lab result report: the sample validity field is added
- Negative finding: steroidal variables will be added
- Sample collection report will include APMU report and lab confirmation procedure information.
  The report will also be available to APMU users (no access to athlete information).
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